
CIST 1305 
Unit 05 Drop Box Assignment

The Assignment

ONLY ONE FILE may be turned in for the assignment. If you make a mistake and need to turn in your work 
again, you may do so. I will only grade the latest file you turn in. The older ones will be ignored. For 
instruction on How To do assignments and create the file see the "How To Do Homework" document under 
the "Start Here" button.

You will create a program with two methods, the main() method of course and another method called 
printArray().  The main method will define an array of 5 elements.  A loop will be used to prompt the user to 
enter 5 numeric values which will go into the 5 array elements.  The main() method will then call the 
printArray() method passing the array by reference, and the array length by value. The printArray() method 
will then print the contents of the array, 0th element first and return.  The method call might look something 
like this:

printArray(myArray, 5)

In Visual Logic use console I/O.

Here is one example of what the program I/O might look like:

Please enter 5 number values:
Value 1: 6
Value 2: 5
Value 3: 4
Value 4: 4
Value 5: 3
Here is the array contents:
Array(0) = 6
Array(1) = 5
Array(2) = 4
Array(3) = 4
Array(4) = 3

Hint:
In Visual Logic you create a method (Visual Logic calles them "proceedures") by using the "procedures" 
menu item.  Click to drop it down and you will find a list of all existing procedures in the program plus the 
"Create new procedure..." command.  Each procedure will be its own flow chart.  You can switch between the
flowcharts by using the "Procedures" menu and selecting the name of the procedure you wish to view/edit.

What to turn in:
Name your .vls file "Unit05_Lab_<your first initial><your first name>.vls".  So Tom Swifts file would be named
Unit05_Lab_tswift.vls You can drop your ".vls" file in the Blackboard drop box for this unit.  Please do not 
zip up the file.

Grading Rubric
How your answer will be graded

Correct input statement 15.00%

Used a method (procedure) to print the array with correct parameters 50.00%

Correct output values 20.00%

Uses console I/O 15.00%
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The user enters each of 
these values

The printArray() method
prints out these lines


